
BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED
(A Government of India Enterprise)

0/0 The Principal Chief Engineer(CiviI)
BSNL TamiI Nadu Civil Zone

I No.18-1I2011-AdmnIPCE(C)ITNZ Dated:J.~ .05.2013

To
CE(C), BSNL, CHTD
All SEsIEEs(C),
BSNL TN Civil Zone.

SUB: Looking After Arrangement in the grade of SDE(Civil) - Calling for options-
reg.

***************
It is proposed to fill up the vacancies in the post of SDEs(Civil) by Looking after

Arrangement (LAA) to the extent of requirement and in, accordance with the guidelines
contained in the BSNL Corporate Office letters No. 412-l3/201~-Pers.I(II) dated
22.03.2013 and No. 412-13/2011-Pers.I dated 29.04.2013. ;A.ccordingly, options are
hereby called for from among the JTOs(C) of TN Civil Zone. Details of stations where
posts of SDEs(C) are vacant are given in the Annexure.

2. SEs(C) may collect 2 options of stations from JTOs(C) in the order of priority.
The looking after arrangement postings will be decided as per the options submitted by
the Executives in the order of circle-seniority.

3. Posting on 'Looking After Arrangements' to stations other than the present HQ of
the JTO(C) will be done by transferring the JTO(C) in the same cadre to the new station
without TA/DA and then ordering the LAA in that station, on stand-alone basis .

. JTOs(C) shall make a mention in his/her option letter to the effect they are willing to
forego TAlDA.
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4. JTQ~(c) .who have declined promotion, either regular/adhoc or officiating
during the last one year are not eligible to opt now.

5. Consohdated options of JTOs(C) along with Vigilance Clearance of the optees in
the standard proforma may be sent to tins office by the SEs(C) on or before 05.06.2013.
Options received direct and through EEs(C) will not be entertained.
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SEs(C) are requested to kindly adhere to the above schedule so as to enable this
office to finalise the Looking After Arrangement at the earliest. J\J
Encl: As above V

[D. MOHAN]
SUPTDG. ENGINEER (A&P)

TEL:28252128

!.

Copy to:

1)
2)
3)

Divisional Secretary (Civil), SNEA, Chennai
Divisional Secretary (Civil), AIBSNLEA, Chennai
Divisional Secretary (Civil), AIBSNLOA, Chennai.
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6"1 Floor, Telecorn Admn. Building, 7, Kush Kumar Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai 600 034.



ANNEXURE

!; , ,c; "station ~, "'No. of.
'-f' yacancies"', , . , ' ,
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Chennai 1
Vellore 1
Pudukottai 1
Cuddalore 1
Pondicherry 1


